Detection of electric-quadrupole transitions in water vapour near 5.4 and 2.5 µm
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Nowadays, the spectroscopic databases used for the modeling of the Earth and planetary atmospheres provide only electric-dipole transitions for polyatomic molecules (H\textsubscript{2}O, CO\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2}O, CH\textsubscript{4}, O\textsubscript{3}…). Very recently, electric-quadrupole transitions have been detected in the high sensitivity cavity ring down spectrum (CRDS) of water vapour near 1.3 µm [A. Campargue et al. Phys. Rev. Res., 2020, 2, 023091 DOI:10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.023091]. This discovery paved the way to systematic searches of quadrupole transitions in water vapor and other polyatomic molecules. In the present work, on the basis of high accuracy \textit{ab initio} predictions, H\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{16}O quadrupole lines are detected for the first time in the 5.4 µm and 2.5 µm regions where they are predicted to have their largest intensities (up to 10\textsuperscript{-26} cm/molecule). A total of twelve quadrupole lines are identified in two high sensitivity Fourier transform spectra recorded with a 1064 m path length. Ten lines in the 4030 - 4150 cm\textsuperscript{-1} region are assigned to the \nu\textsubscript{3} band while the lines near 1820 and 1926 cm\textsuperscript{-1} belong to the \nu\textsubscript{2} band. The derived line intensities which are largely above the dipole intensity cut-off of the standard spectroscopic databases, agree nicely with the theoretical predictions. We thus conclude that the calculated line list of quadrupole transitions, validated by the present measurements, should be incorporated in the spectroscopic databases.
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Introduction

In the infrared, molecular absorption spectra are in general due to electric-dipole (E1) rovibrational transitions. These transitions result from the coupling of the electromagnetic field with the transition electric-dipole moment induced by molecular vibrations. Spectroscopic databases such as HITRAN [1], GEISA [2] and ExoMol [3], provide extensive line lists of E1 transitions for the major atmospheric compounds (H$_2$O, CO$_2$, O$_3$, CH$_4$...), widely used for the analysis of telluric and planetary atmospheres. The electric-dipole moment of a homonuclear diatomic molecule (e.g. H$_2$, N$_2$, O$_2$) is null and these molecules do not show E1 absorption spectra. Nevertheless, these diatomic species may show extremely weak absorption lines due to a change in their electric-quadrupole (E2) moment. The E2 absorption lines are typically $10^6$ times weaker than E1 lines which makes their detection extremely challenging. The first detection of E2 lines in a molecular spectrum was reported by Herzberg in 1949, using a 10 atm pressure of hydrogen and an absorption pathlength of 5.5 km [4]. Since then, E2 lines of H$_2$, O$_2$ and N$_2$ have been detected and used for remote sensing of the Earth [5-8] and planetary atmospheres [9,10]. In the laboratory, high sensitivity laser absorption methods have allowed to detect and characterize accurately E2 lines in H$_2$ [11,12], D$_2$ [13,14] and N$_2$ [15,16]. These observations including transitions among the weakest ever measured [11,15] provided stringent validation tests for the E2 line parameters computed theoretically [14,17]. In particular, the H$_2$ and D$_2$ spectra are accurately predicted by *ab initio* calculations including nonadiabatic, relativistic, and quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections (see Ref. [18] and references therein). In the above mentioned databases, E2 transitions are provided (with theoretical parameters) only for H$_2$, O$_2$ and N$_2$ molecules that are not engaged in the E1 transitions, and are thus absent for polar diatomic and polyatomic molecules. Let us mention the special case of the HD isotopologue of hydrogen which has a small dipole moment and is the only species for which both E1 and E2 transitions were measured (see review included in [19]).

While usual absorption line lists of polyatomic molecules include very weak E1 lines (generally computed), the absence of quadrupole transitions questioned their completeness. In a recent work, some of us reported the first detection of electric-quadrupole transitions in water vapor by very high sensitivity cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) near 1.3 μm [20]. The detection of E2 lines with intensity largely above the dipole transitions intensity cut-off (e.g. 10$^{-29}$ cm/molecule for water in the HITRAN database) paved the way to systematic searches of E2 lines not only for water but also for major species such as CO$_2$, N$_2$O, HCN and polar diatomics like CO and HF. In Ref. [20], the detection of water E2 lines relied on high accuracy calculations of the H$_2^{16}$O E2 spectrum. **Fig. 1** shows the superposition of the E2 and E1 calculated line lists of H$_2^{16}$O with intensity in logarithmic scale. This figure illustrates the difficulty in detecting E2 lines in water because E2 bands are predicted to be very weak (less than 10$^{-26}$ cm/molecule) and generally in coincidence with E1 bands which are stronger by a factor of $10^6$ or $10^7$. It is worth mentioning that differences in selection rules makes E2 and E1 transition frequencies distinct in H$_2^{16}$O and thus E2 lines should in principle be observable. Nevertheless, they are generally hidden in...
the line profile of the very dense and much stronger E1 lines. According to Fig. 1, the most favorable intervals for E2 detection are on the high energy side of the strong bands because (i) at low energy side is highly congested by hot band transitions; (ii) E2 lines following the $\Delta J = 2$ selection rule ($S$ branch) extend to higher energy than the $R$ branches ($\Delta J = 1$) of E1 bands. The region near 4100 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to the strongest predicted E2 transitions seems particularly favorable, even more favorable than the 7500 cm$^{-1}$ region. In the present work, we report the first detection of E2 transitions near 4100 cm$^{-1}$: ten E2 lines were identified between 4030 and 4150 cm$^{-1}$ in a long path absorption spectrum of natural water recorded in Tomsk by Fourier transform (FTS) spectroscopy. Additional FTS spectra were recorded in order to detect E2 lines in the 5 µm range. Although the strongest E2 lines have similar intensities than in the 2.5 µm region (about $10^{-26}$ cm/molecule), the E1 interfering lines are about ten times stronger which lowers the chances to detect an E2 line between E1 lines. Only two reliable E2 lines could be detected in that region.

**Fig. 1**

Overview of the absorption line list of H$_2$O at 296 K. The calculated electric-quadrupole spectrum [20] (wine circles) is superimposed to the calculated electric-dipole spectrum (grey circles). The red and blue triangles highlight the quadrupole transitions experimentally measured in this work by FTS and in Ref. [20] by CRDS, respectively.

**Experiment**

The absorption spectrum of water vapor was recorded using a high resolution Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker IFS 125 HR) coupled to a 30 meters multipass cell. The reader is referred to Ref. [21] for a detailed description of the set-up. The cell is equipped with a White-type three mirror
optical system. The diameter of the two back mirrors is 300 mm while the input front mirror is 500 mm×300 mm in size. The reflection coefficient of the mirrors for the visible and infrared regions exceeds 0.98. A long focal length mirror reduces the divergence of the light beam outgoing from the FTIR to diameters of 200 and 50 mm in the planes of back and front mirrors, respectively. This allowed us to minimize the losses of light inside the cell and increase the number of passes. The body of the spectrometer was evacuated to a residual pressure of ~ 0.025 mbar by means of a fore-vacuum pump, which helps to significantly reduce the absorption of atmospheric gases surrounding the cell.

Table 1. Thermodynamic and technical conditions of the recordings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency range, (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Radiation source</th>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>Resolution, (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Number of acquisitions</th>
<th>Pathlength (m)</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>Pressure (mbar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1800–2100</td>
<td>globar</td>
<td>LN2 cooled MCT</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>8220</td>
<td>1057.9</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>11.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000–5000</td>
<td>halogen lamp</td>
<td>LN2 cooled InSb</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1065.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The absorption spectrum of natural water vapor was recorded in the 4000–5000 cm⁻¹ region at a spectral resolution of 0.012 cm⁻¹. By using a 50 W halogen lamp as light source and a 1.5 mm diameter diaphragm, an optical path length of 1065.5 m corresponding to 38 passes could be achieved. The cell temperature during the recordings was 12.5 °C. The water vapor pressure, measured with a Baratron gauge with an estimated uncertainty of 0.25%, was fixed to 12.36 mbar. The transmitted light intensity was measured by a liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector. In order to decrease the noise level, a spectral band-pass filter (maximum transmission of 80% at 2.2 µm, FWHM= 0.5 µm) was used and two thousand interferograms were co-added (total recording time of 16.6 hours). The noise level of the spectra, expressed as the RMS noise amplitude of the transmittance, was determined using the standard procedure of the OPUS 6.5 software. An average value of 10⁻⁴ was achieved. Taking into account the path length of 1065.5 m, it leads to a noise equivalent absorption coefficient, \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \approx 10^{-9} \) cm⁻¹ which corresponds to a detectivity threshold of about 5×10⁻²⁸ cm/molecule for the water line intensities.

The experimental conditions of the recordings in the two investigated regions are summarized in Table 1. In the 1800–2100 cm⁻¹ region, a globar was used as light source and the transmitted light intensity was measured with a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector. The values of the pressure and pathlength are similar to those of the 2.5 µm region. The cell temperature during the recordings was higher (28.5 °C). A total of 8220 interferograms were co-added, leading to a noise equivalent absorption coefficient (\( \alpha_{\text{min}} \approx 5\times10^{-9} \) cm⁻¹) and a detectivity threshold (2×10⁻²⁷ cm/molecule) about twice higher than in the 2.5 µm region.

Analysis

The identification of the E2 lines in the FTS spectrum was performed based on the agreement between the measured and calculated values for both line positions and line intensities. The quadrupole
spectrum of water was computed using the following well-established methodology based on a variational approach. We first solved the rovibrational Schrödinger equation for the motion of nuclei using the variational program TROVE [22,23] and a recently reported accurate potential energy surface of H$_2$O [24]. We have recently extended the TROVE package to treat triatomic molecules with access to the linear geometry [24], based on an exact kinetic energy operator form developed more than 30 years ago [25,26]. The rovibrational eigenfunctions generated together with energy levels were then employed to compute matrix elements of the quadrupole moment surface of H$_2$O using the RichMol program [27,28], designed for calculations of molecular ro-vibrational dynamics in the presence of external electro-magnetic fields. In these calculations a new ab initio quadrupole moment surface of H$_2$O was employed, generated with the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ level of theory using the CFOUR program package [29].

In order to bring the quality of the line positions to the experimental accuracy, the variational energy levels of H$_2^{16}$O were replaced by the corresponding empirical values from [30]. In this replacement we took advantage of the two-file structure of the ExoMol line list consisting of a states file and a transition file [3,31]. The resulting typical accuracy of $10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$ in the line centers provides a crucial criterion for unambiguous identification of E2 lines.

Results

As illustrated on Figs. 2 and 3, the superposition of the calculated E2 line list to the recorded spectra leaves no doubt that E2 lines of H$_2^{16}$O are detected in the two regions. All the E2 lines predicted with an intensity above the experimental detectivity threshold were systematically searched in the two FTS spectra. As a result, two and ten E2 lines were detected in the 5.4 µm and 2.5 µm regions, respectively.

It is important to underline that all the sufficiently strong predicted E2 lines were found either obscured by other lines or detected. Examples of E2 lines hidden by other absorption features are presented in Fig. 4. Note that E2 lines are hidden not only by E1 lines of the main isotopologue, H$_2^{16}$O, but also those of the minor isotopologues present in standard isotopic abundance (for instance $2 \times 10^{-3}$ for H$_2^{18}$O). In addition, E2 lines may be obscured by lines of some impurities (CO$_2$, NH$_3$, OCS…) present at very low concentration in the used water sample. For instance, an NO doublet is observed near the E2 line near 1926.040 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2, lower panel) and OCS lines of the $2\nu_3$ band centered near 4100 cm$^{-1}$ are identified (see lower panel of Fig. 4). The intensities of the detected NO and OCS lines are about $10^7$ and $10^6$ times stronger than those predicted for the nearby E2 lines. The NO and OCS relative abundances in the sample are calculated to be no more than a few ppm for both species.
**Fig. 2**

Detection of electric-quadrupole lines of H$_2^{16}$O in the spectrum of water vapour recorded by FTS at 11.19 mbar Torr in the 5.4 µm region. The calculated quadrupole spectrum of H$_2^{16}$O (red stars) [20] is superimposed to the HITRAN (dipole) stick spectrum of water in natural isotopic abundance (black points) [1]. Note that the (common) intensity scale of the E1 and E2 stick spectra has been chosen to have the height of the E1 sticks roughly equal to the height of the corresponding E1 lines. The two detected quadrupole lines correspond to $\Delta J=2$ transitions of the $\nu_2$ band. A doublet due to NO present as an impurity with 6 ppm relative concentration is observed on the lower panel.

**Fig. 3**

Detection of electric-quadrupole lines of H$_2^{18}$O in the 2.5 µm range. The calculated quadrupole spectrum of H$_2^{18}$O (red circles) [20] is superimposed to the HITRAN (dipole) stick spectrum of water in natural isotopic abundance (black points) [1]. The three detected quadrupole lines are $\Delta J=2$ transitions of the $\nu_3$ band.
The experimental positions and intensities of the E2 lines were retrieved by using a homemade interactive least squares multi-lines fitting written in LabVIEW with a Voigt profile for the line shape. The comparison of the derived values to the theoretical results shows an overall good agreement (Table 2). Experimental intensity values range between $2 \times 10^{-28}$ and $4 \times 10^{-27}$ cm/molecule. Obviously the weakness and blending of E2 lines lead to large uncertainties in the reported intensities. In the most favorable cases corresponding to the three lines displayed on Fig. 3, the intensity agreement is better than 20%.

As for the line positions, the present measurements with an estimated uncertainty of $2 \times 10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$ are not expected to improve the knowledge of the energy levels involved in the observed E2 transitions. The agreement with the predicted values within $10^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$ for most of the lines is thus fully satisfactory.

The rovibrational assignments included in Table 2 indicate that all lines correspond to $\Delta J = 2$ transitions. The two lines in the 5.4 $\mu$m region belong to the $v_2$ bending band while in the 2.5 $\mu$m region, one transitions belong to the $v_1$ symmetric stretching band and others, to the antisymmetric stretching band, $v_3$.

**Table 2**
Assignment, transition frequencies, and intensities of the electric-quadrupole lines of $\text{H}_2^{16}\text{O}$ measured near 5.4 and 2.5 $\mu$m and comparison with theoretical values [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Int. (cm/molecule)$^a$</th>
<th>Band</th>
<th>$J K_c K_v$</th>
<th>Upper level</th>
<th>Lower level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meas.</td>
<td>Emp.</td>
<td>Meas.</td>
<td>Calc.</td>
<td>$v_2$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1819.727$</td>
<td>$1819.728$</td>
<td>$1.12E-27$</td>
<td>$1.98E-27$</td>
<td>$v_3$</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1926.040$</td>
<td>$1926.039$</td>
<td>$1.64E-27$</td>
<td>$1.93E-27$</td>
<td>$v_3$</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4032.147$</td>
<td>$4032.148$</td>
<td>$4.22E-27$</td>
<td>$3.65E-27$</td>
<td>$v_3$</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4040.838$</td>
<td>$4040.838$</td>
<td>$3.13E-27$</td>
<td>$3.50E-27$</td>
<td>$v_3$</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>Intensity (E1)</td>
<td>Intensity (E2)</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4041.450</td>
<td>1.29E-27</td>
<td>1.17E-27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4052.893</td>
<td>1.56E-28</td>
<td>2.51E-28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4071.454</td>
<td>4.24E-28</td>
<td>4.82E-28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4100.719</td>
<td>3.11E-28</td>
<td>2.69E-28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4106.763</td>
<td>6.17E-28</td>
<td>1.49E-27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4108.852</td>
<td>9.51E-28</td>
<td>1.51E-27</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4150.162</td>
<td>6.25E-28</td>
<td>9.56E-28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note

a Line positions computed according to empirical energy values of the lower and upper energy levels [30]
b The measured and calculated [20] intensity values are given at the temperature of the spectra recordings: 301.7 and 285.7 K in the 5.4 and 2.5 µm range, respectively.

Conclusion

Up to recently, it was considered to be unlikely that electric-quadrupole transitions would be observed in spectra of polyatomic molecules at room-temperature. Being $10^6$ to $10^7$ times weaker, E2 lines were believed to be totally obscured by electric-dipole transitions. On the basis of theoretical predictions obtained from newly developed high accuracy variational approach, the first detection of E2 lines in a polyatomic molecule was reported for water vapor by using highly-sensitivity cavity ring down spectroscopy near 1.3 µm [20]. In the present work, state-of-the-art Fourier transform spectroscopy allowed for new detections in water vapor spectra in the 2.5 and 5.4 µm regions. By coupling an FT spectrometer to a 30 meters multipass cell, a kilometric path length was achieved providing a noise equivalent absorption coefficient at the $\alpha_{\text{min}} \approx 10^{-9}$ cm⁻¹ level. In addition to the required sensitivity, the detection of E2 lines was only possible in some narrow spectral intervals mostly free of the contribution from the much stronger dipole transitions. In that context, the large spectral coverage provided by the FTS technique was a crucial advantage.

Of first importance for the search of E2 lines in water vapour is the quality of the theoretical intensities which are now validated in three spectral regions. The calculated E2 list provide positions adjusted according to empirical energy levels [30] with a typical accuracy of $10^{-3}$ cm⁻¹, corresponding to a fraction of the Doppler width. The position agreement was used as critical criterion for the discrimination of E2 lines in the very dense spectrum resulting from the sensitivity of the recordings ($\alpha_{\text{min}} \approx 10^{-9}$ cm⁻¹). The experimental validation of the calculated line intensities is presently demonstrated not only by the agreement with the measured values within the experimental error bar, but also by the fact that, in absence of interference with E1 lines, all the predicted E2 lines with intensity above the experimental sensitivity threshold were detected.

A large number of quadrupole lines have intensities largely above the standard dipole intensity cut-off of spectroscopic databases and should thus be incorporated (see Fig. 1). For instance, the strongest E2 lines near 4000 cm⁻¹ have an intensity three orders of magnitude higher than the HITRAN intensity cut-off at $10^{-29}$ cm/molecule.
As a result of their weakness, the E2 lines will have marginal impact on the radiative budget of the Earth atmosphere. Nevertheless, they may impact a number of atmospheric applications based on the monitoring of specific water absorption lines. This is the case in geosciences where very small variation of abundance ratios of water minor isotopologues are measured to trace various chemical and physical processes (see e.g. Refs. [32-34]). Any accidental coincidence between an E2 line of the main isotopologue and the monitored (weak) absorption lines of the water minor isotopologues will skew the retrieved isotopic abundances.

The present results indicate that E2 transitions have to be systematically computed for all standard atmospheric polar diatomic and polyatomic molecules, in particular CO$_2$ and CO. In the case of water vapour, the E1 and E2 bands mostly coincide but, for different molecular symmetry and corresponding selection rules, E2 bands may be located in regions of weak E1 absorption (transparency windows) and thus have a much higher relative importance.
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Electric-quadrupole transitions, presently detected by Fourier transform spectroscopy, contribute to the infrared absorption spectrum of water vapor.